
2023-12-4 Will Palestinians have to leave Gaza? 29-1,3,5>11<27
53 Temple on Mount > 29 The Pit > 18 Remedy Toxicity > 11 Peace < 27 Cultivating Virtue

Past Influence
52: Temple on Mountain #53

䷴
63 Awakening Self-Sufficiency

          Primary    Nuclear                  Derived 
   45: Dangerous Pit #29              30: Cultivation #27                  7: Peace #11

    ䷜      ䷚ ䷊    
57 Defying Uncertainty                  14 Unlocking Evolution      17 Guiding Force

      

Future-Influence
38: Rectifying Toxicity #18

䷑
64 Safeguarding Life

IMAGE
Water Doubled

Trapped in darkness, turmoil and danger

JUDGMENT
Temple on the Mount, over-arching religious context;

Extremely harmful and toxic difficulties
can reconfigure into Peace, each side separated,

with Authority and Enforceable Law below
and supportive societal dynamic above.

Core process involves the two sides separating as much as possible 
which helps remedy current toxicity

transferring Authority from currently dominant Israel
to currently dominated Palestine.
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YI TEXTS
Wilhelm/Baynes: The Abysmal repeated. If you are sincere, 

you have success in your heart, and whatever you do succeeds.
Water flows on uninterruptedly and reaches its goal. The image of the Abysmal repeated. 

Thus the superior man walks in lasting virtue and carries on the business of teaching

Changing Lines 1,3,5
1 Repetition of the Abysmal. In the abyss one falls into a pit. Misfortune.
3 Forward and backward, abyss on abyss. In danger like this, pause at first and 

wait, otherwise you will fall into a pit in the abyss. Do not act in this way.
5 The abyss is not filled to overflowing. It is filled only to the rim. No blame.

Derived 11 Peace
Legge: Harmony shows the inferior departed and the great arrived. 

There will be good fortune with progress and success.

Trigram Analysis
Lower: Unbalanced Water > Heaven: Turmoil > Vision, authority
Upper: Unbalanced Water > Earth:  Anguish > Good relations, support, interdependence 

Upper Trigram L5, the central/MAN line, denotes unbalanced, turbulent leadership. Changes to 
Earth = good society, many relating together as one (3 broken lines makes six parts = many). Also a sense
of softening, yielding versus being so domineering, arrogant and demanding. Jewish women could help.

Lower Trigram: The  ☵ central line is firm and balanced unlike the lines below and above which 
are broken and unbalanced. The Palestinians lack support and are disconnected from Earth below; they 
also lack good relations with those outside / above; this changes to trigram Heaven (three solid lines 
below) in #11 Peace which denotes strong leadership with vision, strength, creative power. 

 Heaven Earth Man
HEAVEN: ☵ - ☷ Young Yang ------ 7 Army, lower leadership, massed force
MAN:  - ☳ ☶ Old Yin --x-- 27 Cultivating integrity, nourishing society
EARTH: ☵ - ☰ Young Yin   --  -- 6 Conflict, being obstructed

☰ ☷ ☵ ☲ ☳ ☴ ☶ ☱

3 Line Method:  Mountain > ☶ ☴ Wind. Blockage > Ease of movement, dispersal

Notes
• #53; Past: Coincidence: Previous throw about Palestine = #53 Temple/Wood on Mount.
• #29: Darkness & Danger: current situation in Gaza is truly terrible.
• #29: Fearless Warriorship, holding true to the essential. Willpower, endurance.
• #29: Two sides, both out of balance, a dangerous entanglement, mutual predicament.
• #18: Turning poison into medicine; dealing with toxic people. How to get to #11 Peace
• #11: Peace; things in place. Two sides; balanced, two different trigrams = 2 States?
• #11: < #18’s top and bottom lines swap = leadership change from Israel to Palestine
• #27: Balanced mirror image. Below rising; above still. Two related images.
• #27: The yang lines move as far away as possible from each other = Two State
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• #29-27-11: All balanced, #11 in an interesting Heaven-Earth way.
• HEM: Heaven and Earth: both Water/Dark below plus Heaven & Earth; echoes #11
• HEM: Heaven = Army ; Earth = Conflict. Clearly a difficult situation.
• HEM: 3-line method: could indicate blockage > dispersal (of population?)
• CL: 3 changing lines = Mountain below Thunder = 62 > 54; Trigram: Mtn > Lake.
• Binary: Past & Future: #63 and #64; interesting.
• Thunder-Change: in Primary, Future, Derived and Nuclear: time of Change, Movement
• #53>#11: Swap 2 Heaven Lines with 2 Earth lines = #11 Heaven. Change of leadership.

Summation
The Temple on the Mount symbolizes a spiritual belief uppermost in mind (highly visible, 
being on top of a mountain) making this long-standing, intractable conflict at least partly 
religious in nature, not merely a practical or logistical quarrel. Deeply emotional as indicated 
by #29, Water double. #29 also shows two peoples in the same predicament, separate but 
together and quite similar with both lower and upper trigrams being the same, which also 
makes them equal though one now has the upper hand as should not be the case. 
Both are unbalanced: Lower Water changes to Heaven; upper Water changes to Earth 
signifying a reversal of fortune: those now dominating will be submissive and receptive / 
Earth; those now submissive will hold Leadership/Authority of Heaven. 
The core nuclear dynamic involves the two poles from #29 moving further apart into #27 and 
finally both parties being entirely separate as in #11’s Heaven (3 yang lines) below, and Earth 
(3 Yin lines) above; once separated they can harmonize as such, no longer entangled. Future 
Influence involves turning current toxicity into medicine. Perhaps the key dynamic is to take 
away Israel’s upper hand/authority in the situation which is perhaps the key problem causing 
all the troubles. ON the way to #11 Peace is #18 Working on What has been Spoiled, or 
transmuting Poison into Medicine. Palestinians can transform the current extreme suffering 
and injustice into a positive outcome, which here is the very positive, perhaps the most 
positive #11 Peace which is the harmonious co-existence of masculine (Heaven) and feminine 
(Earth), dominant and submissive. The injustices being perpetrated against the Palestinians 
will result in redress.

So: will the Palestinians have to leave Gaza? It seems this is not the right question because 
what matters is getting to #11 which is a Two State solution, each side separated and 
independent from the other, with Authority in the lower trigram (Heaven) meaning they will 
have protection of Law with authority therefrom. So much more than remaining in Gaza or 
not is at stake.

TOLTEC
63 Awakening Self-Sufficieny (Creation of new States) > 57 Defying Uncertainty (Palestinian 
Resistance) > 64 Safeguarding Life (insisting on principles whilst remaining in one’s homeland, 
not being kicked out) > 17 Guiding Force (right is on their side, have faith) < Nuclear 14 
Unlocking Evolution (Finding a way forward to proper destiny).
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